HOW TO ASSEMBLE YOUR LAZY SUSAN CORNER BASE CABINETS (CAR36)

Before you start to assemble your cabinet, please make sure that all the following parts are included in the carton. In case of any shortage, please contact the dealer and request the delivery of the missing part.

A-Door-Face Frame (1) B-Left Side Panels (1) C-Long Side Panel (1) D-Right Side Panel (1)
E-Bottom w/turntable (1) F-Back Panel (1) G-Shelf w/turntable H-Long Toe Kick (1) J-Short Toe Kick (1) K-Hardware Bag (1):Corner Brace (4), Large Screw (4), Small Screw (9), Medium screw (6), L-Door Assembly

Please take the following steps to start the assembly.

Step 1: Take out all the parts from the carton and lay down the Bottom (E) down on a flat and soft surface, with the turntable facing upwards. And then take the Face Frame (A), let the wider side of the Face Frame (A) go underneath the Bottom (E). Make sure the magnet latch is on a vertical leg facing outward and fix the Face Frame into the small cutouts of Bottom (E).

Step 2: Insert Left Side Panel (B) on Face Frame (A) & Bottom (E). Bottom (E) will settle in groove of Side Panel (B). Align the metal connectors and press downward the half sections of metal connectors on the Door Face Frame fit properly into their mates on the Side Panels. For best results, place a screw into the metal sliders after locked into position.

Step 3: Then leave what you have finished alone for a while. You take long Side Panel (C) & Right Side Panel (D) and fit them together as shown in figure (3). Position the Side Panel assembly next to the Bottom assembly & gently lift by the Face Frame in order to slide the Side Panels assembly into position. Be sure to seat the bottom Panel into all Side Panels.

Step 4: Carefully position Back Panel (F) onto the back of the cabinet. Make sure that all is flush. Position Door Assembly (L) onto Face Frame (A) & Right Side Panel (D). Make sure that all is flush.

Step 5: Now take care and roll the cabinet onto the Back Panel, re-seat sides, bottom & back. Make sure that all is flush. Install 2 medium screws into the pre-drilled holes in Face Frame (A) and screw into the Long Side Panel (C) position & connect Base Floor Support (G) to Bottom Back Brace (E) and Toe Kick (C). Confirm that is flush and lock camlock connectors as above.

Step 6: Screw Short Toe Kick (J) to Long Toe Kick (H) with two small screws, then position onto the cabinet under the Door. Make sure that all is flush.

Step 7: Return cabinet to the upright position and attach the 4 plastic corner braces in each corner of the cabinet using 8 of the small screws. The 4 large screws are for use later to tie the countertop to the base cabinet thru the 4 corner braces.

Step 8: Install Shelf w/turntable (G) with the remaining 4 medium screws.

Your Lazy Susan Corner Base Cabinet is now complete!